GAMBLING ADDICTION: MYTH OR REALITY?
Analysing the scientific evidence on gambling disorder.


Interest in gambling disorder, formerly known as pathological gambling, has been growing in both the clinical and scientific community. The increase in empirical evidence concerning gambling disorder has permitted a better understanding of the pathology, as well as the identification of common comorbidities and the design of potential therapeutic options. The present review addresses all these issues, including recent findings in this area of study.
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WHAT IS GAMBLING DISORDER?
Gambling involves risking money with the expectation of winning a larger amount. Some common forms of gambling include the lottery, electronic gambling machines (also known as slot machines), poker, and sports betting. For years, bars, gaming halls, and casinos where the most common gambling locations in Spain, but in recent years, online gambling has taken centre stage, to the detriment of land-based gambling. While the total amount gambled online in Spain in 2015 was 8,562.1 million euros, in 2020 it went up to 21,600 million, thereby representing a very significant increase of online gambling (Dirección General de Ordenación del Juego, [DGOf], 2020).

Most individuals participate in gambling behaviour without it becoming problematic. However, some individuals lose control over these behaviours, which then interfere with many areas of their lives, including their health, personal relationships, academic and professional activities, and of course, their financial situation (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 2013).

The latest update of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5; APA, 2013) uses the term gambling disorder to designate a persistent and recurrent gambling pattern that causes impairment and distress to the individual (previous versions of the DSM called it pathological gambling). In addition to the naming change, one of the most relevant modifications to the DSM-5 was the inclusion of this disorder in the «substance-related and addictive disorders» section, thus making it the first formally recognised behavioural addiction. This was because a growing corpus of empirical evidence had identified the characteristics typical of substance use disorders in gambling disorder, such as tolerance (a progressive need to place higher bets and gamble more frequently) and withdrawal syndrome (nervousness and irritability...
when interrupting gambling behaviour). This was a substantial modification because gambling disorder had previously been classified alongside impulse control disorders like pyromania, kleptomania, or intermittent explosive disorder (Jiménez-Murcia, Granero, Fernández-Aranda, Sauvaget et al., 2019).

Another relevant factor when considering gambling disorder is differentiating between game types. On the one hand, there are purely random games (such as the lottery or roulette) where the player is passive and must wait for the result, while others do require some skill or strategy (like poker, where some level of command over the rules is assumed). On the other hand, games can be classified based on whether the prize is immediate (e.g., slot machines) or delayed (the lottery). In addition, the addictive potential is higher when the prize is immediate or when the player perceives skill as a crucial aspect of the game (Blaszczynski & Nower, 2002). Another way to classify games is according to their channel, i.e., online or land-based (offline) games.

■ EPIDEMIOLOGY

The prevalence figures for gambling disorder are very heterogeneous because gambling is not equally available and popular in every country. In the specific case of Spain, the data shows that 0.9% of the population develops this type of disorder over the course of their lifetime while 4.4% of Spanish citizens relate to problem gambling behaviours (DGOJ, 2015).

Gambling behaviour usually starts during adolescence and plays a function in socialisation. While the disorder is more prevalent among young people, a significant number of elderly people also show gambling problems (Menchon et al., 2018).

In addition, gambling disorder affects men more often than women. Indeed, several epidemiological studies, both in the general population and in clinical contexts, have suggested that men are two or three times more likely to develop this type of disorder than women. However, it is possible that because of the social stigma associated with gambling, women might tend to hide their problem behaviours and thus, be underrepresented in prevalence studies (Kaufman et al., 2017).

There are also gender differences in terms of the type of game people choose to engage in: women are more likely to participate in non-strategic games (like slot machines or bingo) and to use gambling to regulate their negative emotional states (Hing et al., 2016). Likewise, the time patterns described for the evolution of this disorder also differ between the sexes. While men tend to start gambling at a younger age and take more years to develop problem gambling behaviours, women tend to start gambling at a later age. However, the time elapsing from the moment they start playing for leisure and the moment they experience problems is usually much shorter. This phenomenon is known as the telescoping effect (Grant et al., 2012). Player-specific profiles and features have also been described, depending on whether participants prefer online or land-based venues. Of note, online gamblers are usually younger, have a higher educational level and purchasing power, and present more expensive betting patterns than land-based gamblers (Jiménez-Murcia, Granero, Fernández-Aranda, Stinchfield et al., 2019).

■ RISK AND PROTECTION FACTORS

A variety of factors have been identified that could increase the chance of developing gambling-related problems.

Individual factors

Dowling et al. (2017) conducted a systematic review and identified a number of individual risk factors, including frequency of alcohol and tobacco use, illegal drug use, antisocial behaviour, depression, male gender, number of problem games, disorder severity, violence, and emotional regulation deficits.
However, although young people have traditionally been considered to be at a greater risk of developing problem gambling behaviour, research interest has more recently shifted to study the elderly population. In this sense, a major motivation for resorting to gambling is limited access to other reinforcing activities. These factors, together with stable incomes and limited prospects of future earnings make older adults an extremely vulnerable group (Granero, Jiménez-Murcia et al., 2020). Certain individual characteristics, such as socio-economic status and education level, have been identified as protective factors.

Certain personality traits could also be considered risk factors for the development or continuance of gambling disorder. Specifically, high harm avoidance (or neuroticism) together with low levels of self-direction and difficulties in decision-making and planning, as well as high impulsivity and sensation seeking (Jiménez-Murcia et al., 2015).

In fact, the literature suggests that this disorder is a heterogeneous condition. However, several aspects of impulsivity related to motor inhibition, attentional disturbances, or choice impulsivity seem to be common clinical features of the pathology (Ioannidis et al., 2019). Impulsivity could therefore be interpreted as an independent cognitive function that is altered in gambling disorder and which corresponds to different biological substrates within the frontostriatal circuitry (Ioannidis et al., 2019). Another interpretation would be latent phenotypical impulsivity, i.e., a general tendency to take hasty, inappropriate, and premature actions could predispose individuals to developing the disorder (Ioannidis et al., 2019).

Blaszczynski and Nower’s (2002) well-known pathway model suggests that three distinct groups are predisposed to problem gambling, these being behaviourally conditioned, emotionally vulnerable, and antisocial-impulsive individuals. Gambling-related motivations may differ between these groups; for example, behaviourally conditioned individuals would gamble due to a distortion in their perceived probability of winning and bad decisions; emotionally vulnerable individuals would use gambling behaviour as negative reinforcement to escape negative moods, and individuals with an impulsive-antisocial profile would use gambling as a tool for positive reinforcement. Subsequent studies with clinical and community populations have confirmed that this explanatory model is indeed useful (Jiménez-Murcia, Granero, Fernández-Aranda, Stinchfield, et al., 2019).

Social and environmental factors
Relational risk factors such as antisocial behaviour among peers, on the one hand, and community risk factors such as low academic achievement, on the other, have also been identified. Furthermore, parental supervision, religious beliefs, and spirituality are considered protective factors (Dowling et al., 2017).

Contrary to expectations, social relational problems have also been identified as a protective factor in the subsequent development of problem gambling, suggesting that young people who are good at establishing social relationships are at a greater risk (Yücel et al., 2015) because socialising may be a pathway for the development of problem gambling.
**Neurobiological factors**

The relative paucity of studies in the field of neuroimaging and genetics and the lack of translational research in animal and human models make it difficult to understand the neurobiology of gambling disorder.

However, the «Interaction of Person-Affect-Cognition-Execution» (I-PACE; Brand et al., 2019) model provides a comprehensive theoretical framework for understanding and investigating the development and maintenance of addictive behaviours as the result of interactions between individuals. This includes their specific characteristics (personality, genetics, psychopathology, specific motivations, etc.), and specific reactions to certain situational factors such as affective and cognitive responses to situations and behavioural cues. From this point of view, some authors have suggested that dysfunction in regions related to executive control, reward, action propensity, and the habit network may underlie this addiction in situations where stimulus responsiveness and inhibitory control are present in different types of non-substance behavioural addictions (Antons et al., 2020).

Studies that have examined the involvement of neurotransmitters in the development and maintenance of this type of addiction suggest potential contributions from serotonin, opioids, and the dopaminergic system. Indeed, the latter is implicated to a greater extent in non-substance behavioural addictions among people with Parkinson’s disease. However, complex interactions between neurotransmitter systems and neural networks may interact differently with the stages of addiction (Antons et al., 2020).

Moreover, it has been suggested that certain genetic factors may be involved in gambling disorder, especially in view of high rates of familial transmission and the effectiveness of opioid antagonists and partial agonists in the treatment of gambling and substance use disorders. Likewise, similarities have been found between substance use disorder and gambling disorder in terms of genetic vulnerability, biological markers, and cognitive deficits (Rash et al., 2016), which indicates the existence of a shared neurobiological substrate between the two disorders. On the other hand, the insula is also involved in the desire to gamble and has been proposed as a neurobiological target in gambling disorder interventions (Limbrick-Oldfield et al., 2017).

**CLINICAL SYMPTOMATOLOGY**

Gambling disorder is associated with several very specific clinical characteristics. On the one hand, individuals with this disorder may exhibit restlessness and irritability when trying to reduce or terminate gambling behaviour, with repeated failed attempts, a preoccupation with gambling (reliving past gambling experiences, planning the next bet, or thinking about how to get money to gamble) and, often with anxiety-driven gambling behaviours (guilt and helplessness, etc.). On the other hand, problem gamblers have also been reported to return to gambling after losing money (to recoup their losses); lie to hide the extent of their involvement in gambling; put their work, personal, or family relationships at risk; etc.
The symptoms of gambling disorder include alterations in mood (irritability, sadness, anxiety, etc.); the tendency to lie; cognitive distortions (erroneous beliefs, illusion of control, etc.); financial difficulties; alterations in different areas of life (school, friends, family, etc.), and even involvement in illegal acts, a clinical characteristic associated with the severity of the disorder.

Gambling disorder can be successfully treated (Jiménez-Murcia, Granero, Fernández-Aranda, Aymamí, et al., 2019) with different therapeutic options. At the psychological level, the most impactful interventions are cognitive therapies and cognitive-behavioural therapy, sometimes combined with other approaches such as motivational therapies or third-generation therapies such as mindfulness (Sancho et al., 2018). Cognitive therapies focus on modifying the cognitive distortions inherent to the disorder, especially those associated with the concept of chance (Ledgerwood et al., 2020). In contrast, cognitive-behavioural therapy integrates cognitive therapy and behavioural interventions to identify the external factors that trigger gambling behaviour and enhance alternative behaviours to cope with them (Jiménez-Murcia, Granero, Fernández-Aranda, Aymamí et al., 2019).

Finally, motivational interventions focus on improving participation in treatment for people with gambling disorder and addressing any potential ambivalence they may experience.

In terms of pharmacological options, three possible alternatives have been suggested depending on their neuropharmacological target and the patient’s clinical characteristics. These are antidepressants, opioid antagonists (especially naltrexone), and mood stabilisers, although no conclusive results have yet been obtained for these treatments (Menchon et al., 2018).

In addition, it seems that not all therapeutic options are equally effective: while cognitive behavioural therapy seems to be most effective, the efficacy of pharmacotherapy seems to be lower, especially in the long term. Therefore, further study of both types of interventions and their possible combinations will be required to provide tailor-made treatments for each patient. Furthermore, treatments should be adapted to consider the evolution of different types of gambling, for instance, the significant recent expansion in online gambling.
When analysing the effectiveness of different treatments, we must also keep in mind that the concept of treatment response has not yet been well defined and its evaluation has been inconsistent. There is still also no agreement on what recovering from the disorder entails: some authors advocate complete abstinence from all forms of gambling but others consider the central therapeutic goal is control over gambling behaviour without the need to completely eliminate it. Thus, the lack of consensus makes it difficult to reach clear conclusions.

Pickering et al. (2018) recently published a systematic review of the response to treatment in gambling disorder. These authors considered all three essential evaluation domains. First, they considered any factors associated with gambling behaviour (e.g., frequency of gambling and associated monthly financial losses). The second area concerned the negative consequences of gambling behaviour, especially on the patient’s own health and interpersonal relationships, as well as potential legal consequences. Thirdly, their evaluation of therapeutic change included aspects such as the reduction of cognitive distortions associated with this disorder.

Of note, this field of research has experienced significant developments, especially given more studies are now incorporating a wide range of domains, making it clear that the recovery construct is multidimensional. Therefore, analysis of response to treatment should consider not only the reduction of symptoms, but also aspects associated with the mental, physical, and social well-being of the patients.

However, most of the criteria used to assess patients’ recovery have been adapted from the substance-use setting and so, virtually none of them considered the financial situation or debt associated with gambling behaviour as a factor in recovery. These aspects are crucial because they would highlight potential deterioration associated with gambling and, in addition, are factors that would not disappear with abstinence.

Finally, it should be noted that only a limited number of people with gambling disorder seek treatment. In fact, it is currently thought that less than 15% of people affected end up receiving it. This is due to multiple factors such as the limited availability of services or the lack of insurance coverage in many countries. However, this issue is also directly dependent on the characteristics of the healthcare system. In Spain, for example, there are specialised units that depend on the national healthcare system, as well as many associations of rehabilitated gamblers, most of which are affiliated with the Spanish Federation of Rehabilitated Gamblers (FEJAR, in its Spanish
The evidence indicates that gambling disorder affects men more than women. However, due to the social stigma associated with gambling, women might tend to hide their problem behaviours and may therefore be more frequently underrepresented.

### CONCLUSIONS

The study of gambling disorder is steadily increasing due to its growing global prevalence, which is closely related to the emergence of new forms of Internet-based gambling. It is also an important economic activity for both businesses and administrations and has become extremely popular among young people, especially sports betting, which is more socially accepted and carries less perceived risk. This situation concerns society in general and many studies have warned of sports betting, which is more socially accepted and has become extremely popular among young people, especially sports betting, which is more socially accepted and carries less perceived risk. This situation concerns society in general and many studies have warned of this problem and have highlighted the need for stricter regulation and prevention policies. However, given the clinical heterogeneity of the disorder, as well as age, gender, and cultural differences, further studies will be needed to investigate possible phenotypes and effective therapeutic approaches. Nonetheless, after all the above, it is clear that gambling activity can become a serious disorder and a behavioural addiction and so, society as a whole is responsible for taking appropriate measures to prevent it and minimise the impact of its consequences.
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**Only a limited number of people with gambling disorder seek treatment. In fact, less than 15% of those affected are thought to receive help.**